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Russia and China are celebrating their “strategic partnership”, and have been vastly expanding their cooperation since 2014. Their close alliance is based on economic and geopolitical considerations. While it is mutually beneficial, it also has its limitations. China and Russia mostly agree with each other on structural issues such as redefining the parameters of international governance. However, they also continue to encounter disagreements and conflicts over conjectural issues such as energy and arms trade. We conclude that in the Asia-Pacific, China and Russia will likely develop a more comprehensive relationship that may have greater practical implications for the region's security and stability. China and Russia continue to seek to align their strategies more comprehensively against the backdrop of the evolving geopolitical environment by working to overcome existing disagreements and exploring new areas of cooperation.
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After the Chinese leader Xi Jinping paid his first official to Moscow, the Chinese scholars have concluded that China-Russia relationships are the most important and positive relationships than any others. Indeed, the economic and geopolitical ties make these two counties go together more closely since the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) collapsed. Now, China is afraid of that the United States will unite Russia to hinder China’s rising. So, in Ukraine crisis, China witnessed the confrontation between Russia and USA around the Crimea, it will let the Chinese authority thought of its domestic problems of separatism with Tibet, Xinjiang, and Taiwan. Russia could face the Western economic sanction and back to the cold-war confrontation, but how about China? In this situation, China must need Russia’s support to fulfill Xi’s reform. The US rebalancing policy is regarded as the most challengeable threat to the China’s reform.

China-Russia Strategic Partnership Matters China

With the escalation of disputed islands in the Asian-Pacific region, China will be the target in the US-China strategic competition. In recent years, Russia has expanded its relationships with the Asian countries;
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Russia has found its critical role in implementing its Asian policy to face the complicated situation in APR. Now China relies on Russia’s supplying the key military technology and materials, so China’s military modernization also promotes their bilateral trade. Now China is the biggest trade partnership for Russia, economic ties will let Putin to improve their relationships (國家政策研究基金會, 2014).

The Council for National Security Policy Studies, which belongs to the China Association of Policy, held the 11th Chinese National Security Forum in Beijing on June 25, 2012. The Chinese-Russia strategic partnership is defined by the pro-governmental experts as the new relationships to defeat the US strategic containment and should be observed from not only bilateral relations but also global strategy. The Chinese participants regarded that the US transferring their global policy toward Asia is the most serious challenge for China’s national security and development. They thought that the China-Russia strategic partnership is based on the geopolitical interests (Xinhuanet, 2012).

The Chinese Russian expert Feng Yujun said to the Xinhua News Agency that China and Russia shared the similar conception about the international security and international strategy. China and Russia are the permanent members of the UN Security Council. They need to strengthen the military and security collaboration to face the global threats from overthrowing the governments, international terrorism, and criminal organization. He said Xi’s visit to Russia is a substantial and clever diplomacy to develop the Chinese soft power as well (Xinhuanet, 2013).

The Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi said that during Xi’s first visit and high-centered public diplomacy has showed the new central collective leadership of the start of diplomatic trip. The first visit to Russia is to focus on the surrounding environment and deepening the strategic relations between these big powers; attending the Brazil, Russia, India, and China (BRIC) summit is to deepening the new relations among the new emerging powers; visiting three African countries is to focus on the establishment in developing countries. China and Russian will transfer their trade model from the pure purchase and sell to the joint manufacturing products in high-tech and aerospace (Xinhua News Agency, 2013).

As I published an article in Hong-Kong Tungkungpao that Russia’s entering WTO will challenge China, because China’s investment is to focus on the short-term benefits and developing its own consuming market. Joint manufacturing the high-tech and energy product takes too much time to see the benefits. Russia’s Far East development is to focus on refreshing the infrastructure and attracting the long-term investment. If Russia can balance the regional relationships in Asia, Russia will become the most important regional actor. The different investment directions between China and Russia increase the degree of mutual cooperation. (Takungpao.com., 2012)

China is facing the dilemma among the Ukrainian crisis. China proclaims the neutral position and appeals to political resolution in order not to offend any parties in this crisis. This made China disappear because China has economic influence in these countries. What does China care is about its attitude toward national sovereignty, based on not intervening others interior issues and maintaining the dignity of national sovereignty. China can only wait and see China’s role in the US-Russia conflict around Ukraine crisis is not clear, because Crimea is currently returning from Ukraine to Russia, for China it is difficult to face a referendum on independence within China separatism problem. Therefore, the Sino-Russian strategic partnership did not occur in Ukraine crisis. The ideological differences between Russia and China remain barrier to ally together.

**Russia-China Relations: Past and Perspective**

There are still doubt voices about the weakness of the Russian government because the Russian
government has made too many compromises to China on the boundaries. Besides, Russia does not have the superiority to the Chinese modernized army. However, just like the majority of the Russian sinologist, Alexandra Lukin assumed that China-Russian strategic partnership is beneficial for both countries to have more power in international arena and economic development.

The Russian people met with the Chinese people about 400 years ago. They met at the Far Eastern expansion. Issue of reconciling the boundaries between them demands a lot of time and effort. By the beginning of 20th century, two sides signed several agreements on the border. It was the longest land border in the world. There have never been in large-scale wars four centuries of relations between Russia and China. However, at the same time, the relationships from time to time were complicated and sharpened, which even in 1969 resulted in a bloody armed conflict for occupying the island Damanskii (Gladilin, 2012).

In 1966, during the reign of Mao Zedong in Beijing on the walls appeared slogan: “USSR—our enemy!”. In the 1980s, in the period of Deng Xiaoping, there was a popular slogan: “Bringing back our mountains and rivers!”. In the 1990s, Beijing continued to demand unilateral weakening of the Russian armed forces in areas adjacent to the Russian-Chinese border. In China, the rising generation is taught and educated that Russia is an “aggressor” and a “national debtor of China” (Gladilin, 2012).

On May 16, 1991, in Moscow, representatives of the USSR and China signed an agreement on the border, which was confirmed in the 1996 agreement between Russia and China. The island Damanskii is confirmed as the Chinese territory. The island Tarabarov (Yinlong), which is located at the confluence of Amur and Ussuri rivers, possessing 174 square kilometers and in the past was allotted the combat aircraft flight path of the 11th Russian Army Air Force in the island Large Ussuri, was confirmed as the Chinese territory in 2005 (Gladilin, 2012).

Another opinion is on the possible military conflict between Russia and China. An article is published online said: Obviously, without getting Russian resources areas, China will be unable to implement its expansion into the rest of the world. Russia has no idea about China’s aggression and supplies China Siberian and Far East resources. Therefore, we believe that Russia’s relations with China will irreversibly deteriorate in 10 years and can become intolerable. After 10-15 years of military power, China will be comparable with the power of the United States and will exceed the capacity of the Russian armed forces.  

Russia newspaper Russiskaya Gazeta published an article “China-Russia: Why do they need each other?” (Lukin, 2013). Russia Sinologist Alexandar Lukin thought that Russia and China are very interested in cooperation in the international arena. China shares Russia’s view of the future structure of the world, which is expressed by the notion of “multipolarity”. Realistically, this means that both countries would like to see the world, which is not dominated by one power, but several centers on the basis of international law and the UN Charter. Russia-China cooperation is necessary for the development of Siberia and the Far East. China is an important partner of Russia within the framework of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), where the members country work together to solve the problems of boundary demarcation and fight against the regional extremism and terrorism. Now, SCO is searching for the more scope of cooperation both in military but also economic aspects.

Lukin also assumed that new topic Russian-Chinese partnership is also regarded as a reaction to the global economic crisis and their desire to reform the international financial system of the governance International

1 Война: Китай vs Россия кто победит? (China VS Russia who will win?), video TV program, http://3mv.ru/publ/vojna_kitaj_vs_russija_kto_pobedit_video/3-1-0-12172.
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. Now these two countries are seeking an alternative of the world economic order. One of the most important cooperation is the dynamic group BRICS. Beijing is interested in that Stable Russia is a certain counterbalance for the United States and Western Europe and this is beneficial for China implementing its “independent and autonomous” foreign policy. Stable situation on the border with Russia, as well as other neighbors, is important for China's economic development, which is to implement the main goal of the current leadership of the country.

Discussion

China-Russia strategic partnership has impact on the escalated islands conflicts in APR. The competition and cooperation among China, Russia, and the United States will be reflected in several areas:

1. The function of SCO will be strengthened both in the economic and military area. SCO plays more and more important role in regional integration and regional security.

2. With the importance of APR, both Russia and the United States turn their diplomacy toward APR. China’s rising is challenged. China cannot face two powers Russia and US cooperate against China’s rising. With the escalated tension between US and Russia, now Russia and China has consensus to face the US rebalancing policy in APR.

3. Russia’s Far East development needs China’s cooperation and this makes these two countries increase the influence in Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) to compete with the United States. The economic and military competition among China, Russia and US is explicit.

4. The barrier between China and Russia to ally together is the ideological uncertainty between these two countries. Different approaches to solve problems will be vivid toward disputed issue and deepen their cooperation confidence.

5. Russia and China will cooperate in geopolitical expansion against North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) expansion. Russia is establishing Eurasia to resume the traditional political influence in central Asia and broaden its relations with the Asian countries. The NATO expansion will push them stand together more closely.

Conclusion

It appears that a number of centripetal factors lead to China–Russia policy convergence and cooperation. These factors mainly involve geopolitics that broad lines of cooperation emerge from intense major power competition as China and Russia engage the United States in Eurasia and the Asia-Pacific. Geopolitically, compatibility, acceptability, and availability of Chinese and Russian relationship for bilateral and facilitate deeper interaction. Due to its central position in global activities within and across national borders, political and economic spheres help two countries’ cooperation, which renders it a valuable policy instrument.

In the context of China–Russia relations, catalyzed by viable conjunctures, the strategic importance of geopolitics as a policy tool has grown considerably over the years, helping create a virtuous cycle of greater cooperation in response to internal needs and external challenges. The geopolitical issues nexus, in this case, reflects the centrality of resource diplomacy in the triangulation of domestic, regional and international politics. China and Russia will have an increasingly broader and deeper cooperation and diplomacy will maintain centrality in the frame of SCO BRICS and APEC as a basis to add material substance to the relationship.
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